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ABSTRACT

work node that has the requested object satisfies the interest by
responding with the named data object called content object.
Due to several unique features of CCN, new CCN-specific security and privacy concerns have been raised. The censorship,
i.e., monitoring network messages and checking ‘what is being requested’ by a certain authority, is typical one that should be treated
in CCN-specific ways apart from importing the existing security
technologies for the current Internet. In CCN, since content objects
are requested explicitly via their names and issued interests are
routed by the names, the requested content can be easily exposed
by observing names of messages. Moreover, the semantic binding
between a name and a content itself generally exists in CCN. These
implies that the censorship, i.e., blocking only specific requests, is
trivial and that it can be enforced only by observing interest names
in CCN, regardless of actual destinations of messages. For example,
an interest with name

Content-centric networking (CCN) realizes the efficient communication by leveraging content name-based routing and named data
objects. However, the explicitly-given names of content makes the
censorship easily enforceable, and hence the censorship circumvention is a challenging problem in CCN. For the problem, this paper introduces an anonymization framework to circumvent the censorship
under the novel concept of consumer-driven access control to interest names and opportunities of cache recycling at network nodes.
Our framework leverages an arbitrary type of encryption-based access control and enables us to recycle the CCN-specific content
cache at intermediate nodes in path of the anonymized communication. Furthermore, by combining CCNx manifests and nameless
objects with our anonymization framework, we can maximize the
benefit of CCN-specific in-network caching simultaneously with
minimizing the computational overhead and circumventing the censorship. We claim this is the first anonymization framework for
censorship circumvention, which is designed by the CCN-specific
approach.

/xxx/Democracy.mpg/chunk=1
and another one with name
/yyy/Democracy1/video.mp4/chunk=12

CCS Concepts
•Networks → Network privacy and anonymity; Application layer
protocols; •Security and privacy → Privacy protections;

can be equally treated and dropped at some kind of middle-boxes just
by name-based filtering for Democracy regardless of their actual
destinations, i.e., the first prefix.
One contribution of this paper is that we provide a novel anonymization framework for anti-censorship that can actually utilize beneficial CCN-specific features. There have been proposed several
sophisticated methods [7, 8, 19, 23] for the censorship circumvention (and anonymization). However, they were fundamentally introduced by importing the security concept of the current Internet and
have several drawbacks such as the impairment of the in-network
caching in CCN. Unlike these schemes mainly driven by network
nodes, the key idea of our framework is to serve the censorship circumvention under the concept of access control of network nodes
to interest names, which is handled by the consumer. The enforcement of the access control to interests, especially names, by
consumers allows only qualified network nodes to obtain original
names and cache content objects with the original names. This enables us to flexibly and securely control the opportunities of cache
utilization at qualified nodes with guaranteeing the anonymization
and circumvention, unlike existing schemes. Another contribution
of this paper is that we present an enhanced application of our
anonymization framework using manifests [2, 21] and nameless objects [16]. This maximizes the benefit of CCN-specific in-network
caching at all nodes with maintaining the censorship circumvention
and anonymization. We claim that our framework and its application are the first ones specially designed from the CCN-specific
viewpoint.

Keywords
Access control, censorship, content-centric networking, manifest,
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Information-centric networking (ICN) architectures are being actively investigated as an attractive alternative to the current host-tohost Internet design. Several novel networking architectures have
been recently proposed in the context of ICN [4, 9], and contentcentric networking (CCN) [2, 3, 12] is one of promising ICN instances. The CCN communication is based on named data objects
and driven by content clients called consumers; A consumer requests a named data object via an interest message, then any netPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the CCN architecture and existing works related to our work.
Section 3 describes the security model treated in this paper and
our basic anonymization framework, and its security and efficiency
are analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 describes a CCN-specific application of our framework maximizing the benefit of in-network
caching. Section 6 gives a further discussion, and Section 7 finally
concludes this paper.

2.

terest names, although it was originally given from the viewpoint of
access control. In IBAC, only legitimate consumers are allowed to
generate encrypted names, and content objects can be queried only
through the encrypted names. Then only the legitimate publisher is
allowed to obtain the original name.
Both of [23] and [8] have been designed from the following
viewpoints: (1) the separation of routable names from descriptive
original names via a certain encryption, and (2) the routing of
encrypted names between the consumer and the specific destination,
i.e., the publisher or the anonymizer. Since the same content object
is queried by a different name for each consumer in their approach,
the benefit of the native in-network caching of CCN becomes quite
limited in [23] and [8]. In these senses, their approach can be viewed
as just a modified version of the anonymizing proxy service of the
current Internet with no in-network caching. Additionally, since
both of them encrypt names in the deterministic manner, we can
see that they might be seriously vulnerable to various attacks, e.g.,
ciphertext matching attack, replay attack, etc., similarly to the ECB
mode of encryption. Moreover in [23], since the Huffman encoding
is employed in the character-by-character manner, the attacker can
easily guess some mappings of a character to a binary string by
observing a few successive interests, e.g., chunk numbers.
In this paper, we present a CCN-specific anonymization framework for censorship circumvention from the perspective of consumerdriven access control of network nodes. This enables the use of innetwork caching and is secure even if successively-issued interests
are captured by the censoring authority.

PRELIMINARIES

2.1

Architectural Elements of CCN

In content-centric networking (CCN) [2, 3, 12, 21], there are four
basic parties: (1) content producers, (2) content publishers, (3)
content consumers, and (4) content routers. For simplicity, we
may refer to these parties as producers, publishers, consumers and
routers, respectively.
Producers are responsible for generating content, e.g., photos,
sensor-collecting data, etc. Publishers convert data from producers
to named data objects with desired security bindings and protections, and publish them on the network. In CCN, producers and
publishers are often regarded as the same entity. Routers are responsible for forwarding requests for data objects and corresponding responses through the network between the consumers to the
publishers.
Routers are composed of three primary elements: (1) forwarding
information base (FIB), (2) pending interest table (PIT), and (3)
content store (CS). The FIB is used to route incoming interests to
the appropriate output port towards the desired producer. Much like
traditional IP routing tables, the FIB is populated using standard
routing protocols or static routes and matches content names in
interest messages to FIB entries using longest prefix match. The
PIT serves as a cache of interest state such that content objects that
satisfy interests may follow the reverse interest path back to the
requester. This preserves upstream and downstream network flow.
Finally, the CS is a cache for content objects that is first searched
prior to forwarding an interest upstream. These caches serve to
reduce content object retrieval latency and bandwidth consumption
in the network.

2.2
2.2.1

2.2.2

Access Control

The design of our anonymization framework given in this paper
is highly inspired by the concept of encryption-based access control
to content objects in CCN. Here we introduce existing works on the
access control related to our study.
Due to the in-network caching feature of CCN, an interest may
not be always handled at the original publisher(s) of the desired content object. Thus, there have been proposed several CCN-specific
schemes for the access control of consumers to content objects by
the different approach from the traditional Internet model based on
secure point-to-point channels. The encryption-based access control [11, 13–15, 20, 25] is one mainstream of CCN-specific design
approach, in which content objects are encrypted in such a way that
only qualified consumers can decrypt them. For instance, Smetter
et al. [20] gave a group-based access control scheme as the default
access control scheme used in the old version of the CCN software
(CCNx 0.x) [2]. Misra et al. [14] proposed a broadcast-based access
control scheme in CCN using broadcast encryption [6, 18, 24], and
Ion et al. [11] gave an attribute-based access control in ICN/CCN
by applying an attribute-based encryption [5, 10]. Wood et al. [25]
presented an access control schemes using proxy re-encryption to
personalize cached content objects to each consumer. Kurihara et
al. [13] introduced a framework for encryption-based access control, called CCN-AC, that can instantiate various access control
mechanisms over CCN by leveraging the CCNx manifest [2, 21].
The existing encryption-based schemes are given so as to control
the access rights of ‘consumers’ to ‘content objects’ via encryption. Our framework given in the following section is designed as
their dual, that is, it control the access rights of ‘network nodes’
to ‘interest names’ via encryption. Moreover, our framework is
also designed to maximize the benefit of in-network caching by
co-operating with the manifest-based access control, e.g., CCNAC [13].

Related Work
Anti-Censorship Tools for CCN

DiBenedetto et al. [7] introduced a Tor (the onion router)-like
approach called ANDāNA as an anti-censorship tool in CCN. It
uses two proxies: one is adjacent to the consumer and the other is
closer to the destination. By utilizing these two proxies, ANDāNA
decouples the consumer’s identity from its request, i.e., an interest.
Similarly to [7], Seo et al. [19] introduced a Tor and ANDāNA-like
two-layered encryption approach in CCN. Although both of them
are quite useful as anti-censorship tools, they similarly suffer from
the significant computational overhead and delay at the routers due
to the multiple encryption/decryption operations and/or the setting
up the secure channel.
Tourani et al. [23] proposed a light-weight framework to circumvent the censorship based on the observation of names. In their
framework, each consumer shares its unique Huffman coding table
with a node called the anonymizer, and leverages prefix-free coding technique by encoding (encrypting) names of interests with its
Huffman coding table to hide the name from censorship. Ghali et
al. [8] introduced a novel concept of interest-based access control
(IBAC) that can be viewed as a tool to circumvent the (name-based)
censorship by the approach similar to [23], i.e., the encryption of in-
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Figure 2: The basic features of our framework

Figure 1: System model

3.

that they equip enough memory (storage) to create a large dictionary/database by storing multiple interests captured. In this paper,
the anonymization is defined as hiding any information of requested
contents and consumers in interests from these attackers.

THE ANONYMIZATION FRAMEWORK
DRIVEN BY CONSUMERS

In this section, we first presents the system and attack (censorship) model, and explain the overview of our basic anonymization
framework for censorship circumvention in CCN. We then describe
the basic framework in detail.

3.1

Remark 1 Note that in the standard CCN, we do not need to consider the leakage of the consumer information (e.g., the consumer
identifier) and the impersonation by the active eavesdropper. This
is because standard interests originally carry no information about
their issuers. However, considering to hide interest names from the
name-based censoring authority, interests have to carry such information in order to allow only legitimate entities to extract original
names [8, 23].

System and Attack Models

Our system model is motivated by the work of Tourani et al. [23].
Figure 1 roughly illustrates the system model considered in this
paper. The network consists of CCN basic parties introduced in
Section 2.1 and some additional entities. We identify producers
and publishers throughout this paper for the sake of simplicity. As
additional entities, the network equips two types of trusted nodes
to guarantee the anonymity. One is a trusted proxy(s) called the
anonymizer(s) as well as [23], and the other is another type of
trusted nodes called cache enablers. Note that every set of these
types may be overlapped one another. Typically, cache enablers can
be also regarded as trusted CCN routers.
We suppose that names of interests/content objects are in the
hierarchical format starting with the physical domain. For example
in Figure 1, the interest name

We assume that CCN is directly implemented as the layer 3 (L3)
protocol in the network. This means that a content has to split into
small chunks, i.e., content objects with chunk numbering in their
name, due to the avoidance of message fragmentation in the L2
protocol, and that the consumer has to issue a number of interests
for a (large) content retrieval. Also assume that the attackers observe
only L3 CCN messages, i.e., interests, carried in the path from the
consumer to anonymizer to compromise the consumer privacy. We
further suppose that there exist two or more hops between attackers
and the consumer and that attackers cannot identify the bindings of
physical interfaces to the consumer.

3.2

/kddilabs.jp/video.mpg/chunk=1

Overview of Our Approach

The design goal of our basic anonymization framework is to provide countermeasures against both passive and active eavesdroppers
with enabling in-network caching even in the censoring region, i.e.,
in the path from the consumer to the anonymizer. Figure 2 illustrates
the basic features and elements of our framework. In our approach,
the original descriptive names are transformed at consumer so as to
be correctly-routable to the anonymizer without being filtered even
in the censoring network as [8, 22]. Then, the anonymizer works as
a proxy and retrieves content objects via original names on behalf of
the consumer. To generate such a routable name, the consumer first
encrypts the original name, and appends the anonymizer domain as
the first prefix. For instance, for an interest name

itself explicitly indicates the request for a content object produced at
the domain kddilabs.jp. We also suppose that the anonymizer is
located at its distinct domain, e.g., anonym.net, and interests with
the domain as the prefix are correctly routed to the anonymizer.
An attacker (a censoring authority) we first consider in our system model is a passive eavesdropper, and the main aim of our basic
framework is to protect the consumer and its issued interest from
the attacker. The passive eavesdropper aims to learn ‘what contents are being requested’ and additionally ‘who is requesting’ by
capturing in-flight interests in order to compromise the consumer
privacy. The filtering router in Figure 1 is an instance of this attacker that simply drops incoming interests when their names are
given in the blacklist for the censorship. In this paper, we also
consider an active eavesdropper that aims to pretend to be the legitimate consumer. The active eavesdropper can not only capture
in-flight interests but also modify them and newly generate interests
by pretending the legitimate consumer. The faker in Figure 1 is an
instance of the active eavesdropper that issues (fake) interests by
pretending to be the original legitimate consumer. We assume that
the attackers have the limited computational resource and unable to
execute large-scale brute force attacks within the realistic time, but

/kddilabs.jp/video.mpg/chunk=1
and the anonymizer domain anonym.net as Figure 1, the routable
name is given as
/anonym.net/<encrypted_original_name>.
Interests given routable names will be called anonymized interests.
In the following, we explain how to generate anonymized interests,
and describe the functionality of the anonymizer and cache enablers.
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Table 1: Summary of notations
Notation
A
E
N
Encs [·, ·, ·], Decs [·, ·, ·]
Encac [·, ·], Decac [·, ·]

PK ac, SK ac, e
Encid [·, ·], Decid [·, ·]

PK id, A, SK id, A, e
Sign e
Cert e
Hash[·]
HMAC[·, ·]

consumer i

Description
Anonymizer
Set of qualified cache enablers
Original descriptive name
Non-deterministic
symmetric
encryption/decryption with an initialization vector
Public key encryption/decryption for access
control to share a symmetric key
The public key for Encac and a decryption key
for Decac assigned to a node e
Public key (broadcast) encryption/decryption
to hide the consumer ID
The public key for Encid and a decryption key
for Decid that is given by the anonymizer A
and assigned to a node e
Signature of a node e
Public key certificate of a node e
Cryptographic hash function
HMAC function

anonymizer A

authentication of i
and extraction of Ki
standard interest
processing

initialization interest

standard content
object processing

initialization content object
PKid,A, SignA, CertA,

authentication of i
and extraction of Ki
registration of (i, Ki)

initialization content object

Figure 3: The initialization procedure of our framework

trusted cache enablers in the context of broadcast access control.
For decryption keys for the access control, we assume that the
anonymizer and all cache enablers qualified by the consumer have
been secretly given their own decryption keys of the desired encryption algorithm, i.e., SK ac,e for a node e ∈ E ∪ { A}. Also assume
that the decryption keys for the broadcast encryption, SK id, A,e for
a node e, have been secretly given to all trusted cache enablers and
the anonymizer (by anonymizer itself). Note that this can be done
in a standard way using the public key encryption with each entity’s
public key certificate and signature. Also note that although the key
SK ac,e of the node e corresponds to the consumer, the key SK id, A,e
of e corresponds to the anonymizer (anonymizer domain). In other
words, SK ac, A,e is associated with the encryption instance driven
by the consumer, SK id, A,e is associated with the instance driven by
the anonymizer.

One main factor of our basic framework is the enforcement of
encryption-based access control driven by the consumer. In the
framework, only network nodes qualified by the consumer, i.e., the
anonymizer and cache enablers, are allowed to access the original name by decrypting the encrypted name, and attackers cannot
obtain the original name from the captured interest. Moreover, the
anonymizer and cache enablers are also allowed to associate the PIT
and CS entries of encrypted names with original names. This means
that they are also granted opportunities to respond to anonymized
interests from CS and aggregate PIT entries via original names. We
thus see that this can be viewed as the access control to the cache
recycling, and we claim that this is a novel CCN-specific concept
for the anonymization.
Another main features is that the consumer requests content objects via interests with names encrypted in a non-deterministic manner. This prevents the attackers from easily guessing the relationship
among successively-issued interests. For example, some mappings
of characters to binary sequences that is easily guessed from just a
few successively-issued interests in [23], especially the numbering
of chunks. This is because it employs the deterministic Huffman
encoding in a character-by-character manner as the encryption of
names. In contrast, our approach of non-deterministic encryption
hides even the consecutiveness of interest names.
Additionally, our framework allows trusted nodes to check the
authenticity of each interests without revealing the consumer information to attackers. In general, the authentication of a message using its signature or hash-based message authentication code
(HMAC) requires the key identifier to identify the verification key.
However, the key identifier itself reveals who issued the message
(interest) if it is appended at each interest. From this observation,
our basic framework is designed so as to hide the identifier for the
authentication by the approach of broadcast encryption.
We shall describe the detailed mechanism of our basic framework
in the next subsection.

3.3

cache enabler

initialization interest
Encac[Ki, PKac], Signi, Certi

3.3.1

Initialization

The consumer first initializes an access control instance in our
basic framework. Figure 3 illustrates the schematic diagram of the
initialization procedure. The consumer i issues an initialization
interest to share its random nonce key Ki with an anonymizer A
and a (sub)set of cache enablers E in the path to the anonymizer. In
order to generate the initialization interest, the consumer encrypts
Ki by the encryption algorithm Encac under the public key PK ac
as Encac [Ki, PK ac ], and enforces the desired access control to Ki .
Then, the consumer sends the encrypted shared key by coupling
with the signature Signi and its certificate Certi in the initialization
interest. We should note that the name of the initialization interest
has to be set in such a way that it definitely reaches the anonymizer.
Hence, the consumer issues the initialization interest with the name
including a unique string. For instance, it is
/<anonymizer_domain>/<random_sequence>/phase=init.
Once a qualified node e ∈ E ∪ { A} receives the initialization
interest, it verifies Certi and Signi and obtains the key Ki as


Ki = Decac Encac [Ki, PK ac ], SK ac,e .
When e = A, it registers the consumer i and the key Ki to bypass the
traffic as a proxy, and responds to the initialization interests by the
initialization content objects that contains the public key PK id, A.
After the consumer receives this response from the anonymizer, it
can request the sensitive content via anonymized interests.

Description of Our Basic Framework

Table 1 summarizes the notations and definitions of symbols
used in the following sections. For the access control to interest
names, we support arbitrary types of encryption that are appropriate for desired access control policies. For instance, we leverage
attribute-based encryption [5, 10] for attribute-based access control
for different attributes of trusted cache enablers. The broadcast encryption [6, 18, 24] can be also utilized in order to enable all the

3.3.2

Generation of Anonymized Interest

Assume that the consumer has the knowledge of the original
name N of the desired sensitive content object. To request it, the
consumer issues an anonymized interest with the encrypted name
N 0 , generated as follows.
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Algorithm 1 Processing of an interest at a qualified node e ∈ E∪{ A}
with SK ac,e and SK id, A,e

Step 1: The consumer i encrypts N by a certain non-deterministic
(mode of) symmetric encryption Encs under the key Ki shared
among E ∪ { A}, and generates the encrypted name X N,i as

Require: N 0, (YIDi , Z N, i,IDi , Rand, Time), SK ac, e , SK id, A, e
1: procedure NameExtraction
2:
N 0 := /<anonymizer_domain>/ X̂
ˆ ← Decid (YID , SK id, A, e )
3:
ID
i
ˆ then
4:
if ExistInKeyStore (ID)
ˆ
5:
K̂ ← SearchKeyStore (ID)
6:
else
7:
Discard the interest
f and finish. /* Non-registered
g consumer */
8:
if Z N, i,IDi = HMAC ( X̂ | |YIDi | |Rand | |Time), K̂ then
ˆ ← GenerateIV (Rand, Time)
9:
IV
ˆ K̂ )
10:
N̂ ← Decs ( X̂, IV,
11:
else
12:
Discard the interest and finish. /* Invalid HMAC */
13: procedure TableSearch
14:
if ExistInCS ( N̂ ) then
15:
Respond from CS by replacing name N̂ with N 0 .
16:
else if ExistInPIT ( N̂ ) then
17:
Associate the PIT entry of N̂ with N 0 .
18:
else
19:
Create a PIT entry of N̂ associated with N 0 .
20:
if e = A then
21:
Issue an interest with name N̂ as a proxy.
22:
else
23:
Forward the interest upstream.

X N,i = Encs [N, IV, Ki ] ,
where we have assumed the non-determinacy is given by leveraging
an initialization vector IV generated from the current time stamp
Time and/or the random nonce Rand, e.g., IV = Time||Rand.
Step 2: Next, the consumer prepares the identifier of Ki , which is
typically its hash, as IDi = Hash [Ki ]. Then, IDi is encrypted by
the broadcast encryption Encid under PK id as
f
g
YIDi = Encid IDi, PK id, A ,
where we have assumed that Encid [·, ·] is a non-deterministic one,
e.g., [6]. If it is the deterministic one, we should make it nondeterministic by, say, concatenating IDi with Rand and/or Time as
IDi ||Rand||Time.
Step 3: The consumer generates the verification information for the
binding of X N,i , YIDi , Rand and Time by a certain HMAC algorithm
under Ki as
f
g
Z N,i,IDi = HMAC (X N,i ||YIDi ||Rand||Time), Ki ,
and then issues an anonymized interest with the name

Algorithm 2 Processing of a content object with name M at a
qualified node e ∈ E ∪ { A}

N 0 = /<anonymizer_domain>/X N,i,
including (YIDi , Z N,i,IDi , Rand, Time) in its payload field.

3.3.3

Require: M (M is either the original or encrypted one)
1: if ExistInPIT (M ) then
2:
if e = A and ExistAssociatedEncyptedName (M ) then
3:
M 0 ← AssociatedEncryptedName (M )
4:
Consume the PIT entry of M and send a content object of M 0 .
5:
Create a CS entry of M associated with M 0
6:
else if ExistAssociatedOriginalName (M ) then
7:
M 00 ← AssociatedOriginalName (M )
8:
Consume the PIT entry of M and send a content object of M.
9:
Create a CS entry of M 00 associated with M

Content Retrieval and Cache Recycling

When a standard router receives an anonymized interest of name
N 0 , it simply processes it as a normal interest. On the other hand,
when a node e ∈ E ∪ { A} receives the anonymized interest, it
processes the interest as given in Algorithm 1. This algorithm
basically consists of two procedures, called NameExtraction and
TableSearch.
As clearly shown in Algorithm 1, NameExtraction is the procedure to authenticate the interest and extract the original name N.
Here we note that from the anonymizer domain at the first prefix, the
node e can identify the required secret key SK id, A,e to decrypt YIDi .
Or, suppose that the consumer appended a certain flag indicating
the access control instance driven by A to the interest.
The procedure TableSearch is the one to simply search CS/PIT
by the (expected) original name N̂ = N and associate N̂ with N 0
in PIT. This means that the cache recycling and PIT aggregation
are possible via the original name N at any e ∈ E ∪ { A}, and their
possibility is fully controlled by the consumer by the encryptionbased access control approach.
Algorithm 2 describes the processing of an incoming content
object at a node e ∈ E ∪ { A}. The node e first simply searches its
PIT for the name M of the incoming content object as the standard
CCN, and then it obtains the associated original name or encrypted
one of M from the found PIT entry. This means that any e ∈ E ∪ { A}
can cache content objects with their original and encrypted names,
and that the cache recycling is possible as described in Algorithm 1.

encrypted payload at lines 4 and 8 of Algorithm 2, and create the
CS entry of the decrypted payload at line 9 of Algorithm 2. But,
when the content object itself is encrypted at the publisher, such the
encryption on the payload is unnecessary.

4.

SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY OF OUR
BASIC FRAMEWORK

In this section, we analyze the security and efficiency of our basic
framework given in Section 3.

4.1

Security in Initialization

In the initialization phase, our basic framework invokes any type
of public key encryption algorithm as (Encac, Decac ), e.g., Boneh
et al.’s broadcast encryption [6], in order to instantiate the desired
access control mechanism. Also, the consumer’s signature of the
initialization interest message guarantees its integrity and unforgeability. We thus see that if the leveraged algorithm is secure, a
nonce key Ki is correctly and securely shared among the entities
under the assumption of the trusted cache enablers and anonymizer.
Also, it is simply guaranteed in the manner of PKI that the PK id, A
is correctly (but publicly) given to the consumer.

Remark 2 In Algorithms 1 and 2, we have not considered the
encryption of content object payload. When there exists an eavesdropper who observes the payload by the deep packet inspection,
we may need to encrypt content objects as well. This can be done
easily by re-using the key Ki shared among i and E ∪ { A}. In particular, we respond from CS by encrypting the payload under K̂ at
line 15 of Algorithm 1, associate N̂ with the pair (N 0, K̂ ) in PIT at
lines 17 and 19 of Algorithm 1, respond by the content object with

4.2

Security against Passive Eavesdropper

Next, we analyze the security of the anonymized interest and
consider the anonymization after the initialization phase against
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the defined attackers. As shown in Section 3.3.2, we can simply
represent an anonymized interest for the name N issued from a
consumer i by a tuple PN,i , which is given as

of in-network caching and the cryptographic computational cost of
Algorithm 1 at each e ∈ E ∪ { A} simultaneously increases. Although the in-network caching is actually beneficial, this overhead
could be a serious problem of workload and latency when an enormous number of anonymized interests needs to be handled. The
following section presents an enhanced application of our basic
framework that minimizes the computational overhead as much as
possible with in-network caching, confidential communication and
censorship circumvention. We emphasize that this provides a solution to the drawback on the overhead.

P = (X N,i, YIDi , Z N,i,IDi , Rand, Time).
Now we see that unless the attacker can decrypt YIDi , it cannot obtain
the key identifier IDi from PN,i . Similarly, unless it can decrypt
X N,i , it cannot obtain the plaintext original name N. Hence, no
information on the requester and the requested content is revealed
to the attacker from PN,i . Moreover, even if the attacker observes
multiple YIDi ’s of interests that are successively issued from the
consumer i, they are definitely mutually-different because of the
non-deterministic (mode of) encryption using one-time IV at Step 1
in Section 3.3.2. Much the same is true on X N,i ’s. These imply that
the attacker cannot guess the content name and the consumer even by
creating the large database from captured interests and executing a
certain statistical analysis on the relationship of ciphertexts using the
database. Therefore, our basic framework guarantees the security
against the passive eavesdropper.

4.3

5.

This section introduces a novel application of our basic framework by combining with several CCN-specific elements. We design
a novel bidirectional access control that employs two access control instances driven by both of two end-points, i.e., the consumer
and the publisher. As mentioned in the end of Section 4.4, we
can minimize the computational overhead as much as possible by
leveraging our framework. Moreover, we can totally maximize the
benefit of CCN-specific in-network caching simultaneously with
both anonymization and guarantee of content confidentiality.

Security against Active Eavesdropper

We then demonstrate the security against the active eavesdropper.
Under the assumption that the attacker has no knowledge about Ki ,
we see that it is unable to reproduce the correct binding between
Z N,i,IDi and (X N,i, YIDi , Rand, Time). Incorrect bindings can be
detected at the line 12 of Algorithm 1 at any e ∈ E ∪ { A}. This
unforgeability prevents the attacker from its impersonation of the
consumer i by modifying any part of PN,i . Additionally, since
each e ∈ E ∪ { A} accepts only the legitimately-preregistered IDi
at line 7 of Algorithm 1, the attacker (non-registered consumer)
cannot make an anonymized (fake) interest acceptable to them.
Furthermore, consider the case where the attacker attempts to reply
previously-issued anonymized interests (i.e., replay attack [8]) by
storing observed ones with no interest modification. We can easily
detect such replayed ones by verifying the time stamp Time in PN,i ,
the current time and a certain expiration at any e ∈ E ∪ { A} under
the assumption of the clock synchronization as [8].
From the analyses in Sections 4.1–4.3, we can say that our basic anonymization framework is secure against both passive and
active eavesdroppers. We thus see that it can actually circumvent
the censorship based on the observation of names (and additionally
consumer identifiers) in the CCN. Note that the security of our basic
framework completely relies on the assumption that used encryption algorithms are secure. Hence we suggest to chose encryption
algorithms and access control instances that are well-investigated.

4.4

APPLICATION TO BIDIRECTIONAL
ACCESS CONTROL

5.1

Elements of Bidirectional Access Control

Here we introduce necessary elements of our bidirectional scheme,
which are manifest [2, 21], nameless object [16] and the manifestbased access control to content objects [13].

5.1.1

Manifest and Nameless Object

The manifest is a new type of content object1 that has been introduced in an instance of CCN, CCNx 1.0 [21], as a catalog of content
objects in order to efficiently handle fragmentation and distribution
of large content. Although there have been proposed several candidate formats of the manifest [17], all of them similarly provide meta
information about a collection of successive content objects, and
enumerates the ordered and hash-based ‘pointer’ to every content
object of the collection. In the manifest-based content retrieval, a
consumer first sends an interest for a manifest and retrieves it as
the response. The consumer then parses the manifest, and obtains
the pointers to content objects constituting a desired content. Using
these pointers, interests are generated and issued sequentially or
simultaneously to obtain all cataloged content objects.
The pointer to a content object in a manifest is either one of the
following [17]: (1) a pair of a name and a cryptographic hash value
of the content object, or (2) just a content object hash. For the case
(1), the consumer simply issues the interest with the indicated name
and content object hash restriction, and it is routed and queried by
the name as the standard CCN forwarding process. On the other
hand, in the case (2), a content object has no name and allows to
be queried only by its hash. Such a content object with no name
is called the nameless object [16]. The design aim of nameless
objects is to decouple the matching in CS/PIT from the routable
name in order to allow replicas of a content at different domains
without having to rename or resign the content objects for the new
name. This realizes the replica redirection with different names,
much as Akamai [1]. This also implies that nameless objects could
be used as a tool for load-balancing of the network. An interest for a
nameless object still conveys both of a certain (arbitrary) name and
a content object hash. However, the name is used just for routing to

Efficiency

Here we consider the efficiency of our basic framework from the
perspectives of in-network caching and computational cost. First
note that in the path from the anonymizer to the publisher, the
in-network caching and PIT aggregation can be fully leveraged
at any CCN router. Considering the path from the consumer to
the anonymizer, any e ∈ E ∪ { A} can cache content object with
original name. Thus the cache recycling and the PIT aggregation are
possible by the access control to interest names as we explained in
Section 3.3.3. This means that our basic framework can effectively
leverage the in-network caching that is beneficial in terms of the
network bandwidth consumption.
Here we note that this benefit increases as the number of on-path
qualified cache enablers increases. However, in our basic framework, there exists a trade-off between the opportunities of cache
recycling and the computational overhead at e ∈ E ∪ { A}. As the
number of on-path qualified cache enablers increases, the benefit

1 Although some specification defined a manifest as an independent
message [17], it is still a response to an interest. Hence this paper
regards it as a type of content object for the sake of simplicity.
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the location of the content object replica, where its prefix (i.e., the
physical domain of the replica) is given in the manifest. In contrast,
CS and PIT at each router enable to look-up an entry matched with
only the hash for the nameless object.
For the security, aside from the ease of simultaneously requesting
chunks of fragmented objects, manifests are useful to circumvent
the need to individually sign and verify all content objects in CCN.
Since each component content object is obtained via an interest
that restricts the responses to a particular object by providing its
cryptographic hash, a manifest can serve as a tool for batch signing/verification and only the signature of the manifest needs to be
verified for any set of content objects listed in the manifest.

5.1.2

two access controls, i.e., our consumer-driven basic framework and
publisher-driven CCN-AC, the anonymized and confidential communication can be established with totally maximizing the benefit
of in-network caching. We shall explain the scheme by an example
of its schematic diagram given in Figure 4, where we have assumed
that the anonymizer also works as a replication server of nameless
objects of content. Our bidirectional scheme simply consists of two
phases from the viewpoint of the consumer: (phase 1) the namebased content retrieval using our basic framework and (phase 2) the
retrieval of nameless objects protected by CCN-AC.
In phase 1, the consumer first leverages our basic framework to
retrieve only the CCN-AC manifest. Then it parses the manifest and
retrieves decryption keys and other all objects specified by names
in the ACS again by utilizing the basic framework.
Next, in phase 2, the consumer queries nameless objects that
are enumerated and cataloged in the CCN-AC manifest as accesscontrolled content objects. As described in Section 5.1.1, nameless objects are specified only by the their hashes, and interests
for them are named just so as to be routed to a certain replication server. Hence the consumer issues interests for nameless objects with cataloged hashes and names having the replication server domain as the prefix. In Figure 4, it has to issue an interest for a nameless object with its hash restriction and
name /<anonymizer_domain>/<arbitrary_string>. In the
network, every entity works in accordance with the standard forwarding/matching rule of CCN. Namely, all e ∈ E ∪ { A} do noting
special and just work as standard routers.
For the possibility of in-network caching, we first see that in phase
1, each e ∈ E ∪ { A} has opportunities to respond to anonymized
interests for the CCN-AC manifest and ACS objects, e.g., decryption keys, from CS as explained in Section 3. On the other hand,
in phase 2, any CCN nodes including standard routers have opportunities to respond from their CS since the consumer simply issues
standard interests for nameless objects only with content object hash
restriction.
As the conclusion of this subsection, we emphasize that although
only one consumer has been considered above and in Figure 4,
this bidirectional access control fundamentally supports multiple
consumers as the capability of CCN-AC. This can be viewed as
a dual of our basic framework supporting multiple network nodes
for opportunities of cache recycling. Hence it employs the access
control exactly in the bidirectional fashion from both of two endpoints, i.e., consumers and publishers.

Summary of CCN-AC

CCN-AC [13] is a publisher-driven framework for the encryptionbased access control to content objects, which is heavily based on
the manifest. We can instantiate various access control mechanisms
and policies on the framework via manifests such as the broadcast
access control [14] and group-based access control [20]. In CCNAC, access-controlled content objects are encrypted by a certain
symmetric key algorithm under a random nonce key and disseminated over the network. The nonce key is then encrypted by another
algorithm depending on the underlying access control policy, e.g.,
public key broadcast encryption [6, 18, 24]. Decapsulation key(s),
required key(s) to decrypt the encrypted nonce key, is now encrypted
under the public key of each qualified consumer group or consumer
itself.
The manifest in CCN-AC provides not only the catalog of the
encrypted content objects but also the configuration information
of access control to the cataloged content objects in the field of
access control specification (ACS). The ACS field describes all
the necessary information to decrypt the cataloged content objects,
e.g., the encryption algorithm, its parameters, names of necessary
(encrypted) keys and their signer’s identifier. By obtaining necessary content objects described in ACS (ACS objects), the qualified
consumer can decrypt the decapsulation key, the nonce key, and
subsequently cataloged content objects in the manifest.

5.2
5.2.1

The Bidirectional Coupling
Setup

To introduce the detail of our bidirectional access control, we
first give several assumptions and suppositions here. For our basic
framework in Section 3, we assume that the setup has completed and
the qualified cache enablers and the anonymizer have been already
given their decryption keys, i.e., SK ac,e and SK id, A,e of Table 1
for e ∈ E ∪ { A}. On the other hand for CCN-AC, we assume
that the consumer i is qualified by the publisher to access its content. Namely, the consumer can retrieve and decrypt all elements
specified in the publisher-given manifest. We further suppose that
the manifest for CCN-AC (CCN-AC manifest) enumerates content
objects in the form of nameless objects in the catalog. Correspondingly, we assume that there can be exist a replication server(s) of
the nameless objects, and that the interest issued by the consumer
definitely reaches at least one replication server of a specific domain
(name-prefix) in the underlying network. Here, we can suppose that
the anonymizer also may work as the consumer-reachable replication server without loss of generality. Then, the name of CCN-AC
manifests includes /<anonymizer_domain> as a replication server
domain authorized by the publisher.

5.2.2

5.3

Security of Bidirectional Scheme

In order to consider the content confidentiality in addition to
the anonymization, we suppose that the eavesdroppers defined in
Section 3.1 can capture not only interests but also their responses,
i.e., content objects, to censor the communication by the deep packet
inspection.
In phase 1, we can see that the consumer obtains supplementary
components, i.e., the manifest and ACS objects, of desired sensitive
content in the anonymized framework. Then, the content confidentiality is guaranteed as well since ACS objects are encrypted keys
that allow to be decrypted only by qualified consumers. Here we
justify the employment of our basic framework at phase 1 and the
separation of the content retrieval into two phases. Recall that the
ACS in the CCN-AC manifest specifies the location to each key
only by its name (sometimes including variables like consumeridentifiers [13]) unlike hash-based ones in the catalog. This is
because the ACS objects may not be the same for all consumers,
and/or they may not be generated yet when the manifest is issued.
They thus have to be specified and queried by their names unlike

Description of Bidirectional Access Control

This subsection demonstrates that by bidirectional-coupling of
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Figure 4: An exemplary schematic of the bidirectional access control, where we assumed that the anonymizer also works as a
replication server storing nameless object replicas and published them with the prefix of anonymizer domain.

cataloged nameless objects in the CCN-AC manifest, and hence the
retrieval of them has to be employed in our basic framework to hide
their names and circumvent the censorship.
For phase 2, recall that the nameless objects in CCN-AC are
encrypted, and that hashes in the interests are also ones generated
from the encrypted object. Also recall that interest names for nameless objects are semantically meaningless and used only for routing
to the replication server. Hence we easily see that even if the attacker observes both interests and nameless objects in phase 2, it
can learn about neither the consumer nor the requested content.
We also see that since interests include no identifiers, the attacker
cannot masquerade the legitimate consumer as well. Furthermore,
the consumer can detect the malicious modification of nameless
objects by verifying their hashes cataloged in the manifest, where
the manifest is also authorized by the publisher signature. From
these observation, both the content confidentiality and anonymized
communication are simultaneously guaranteed in the bidirectional
scheme, and we can circumvent the strong censorship on both interests and content objects.

5.4

limited overhead.
On the other hand, note that nameless objects are treated as standard content objects and cached anywhere of the network. Also recall that nameless objects retrieved at phase 2 have been encrypted
by a nonce key shared among multiple consumers, and hence they
would be frequently queried by different consumers in the framework of CCN-AC. Thus, nameless object cataloged in the CCN-AC
manifest are cached at any network nodes as shown in Figure 4, and
the benefit of in-network caching is simply maximized in phase 2.
From the above observations, we conclude that by splitting the
procedure into two phases in our bidirectional scheme, the opportunity to recycle the cached objects is maximized and the computational overhead of our basic framework is simultaneously minimized.

6.

DISCUSSION

Here we discuss the revocation in our basic framework and another potential application of our basic framework.

6.1

Consideration on Efficiency

Revocation of Qualified Nodes

The revocation is generally a tough challenge in access control
mechanisms for content in CCN [22] due to in-network caching. Unlike them, we do not need to consider the cache of access-controlled
objects in our basic framework. In the basic framework, when we
revoke a node e 0 ∈ E, all that the consumer i has to do is to update
Ki and disseminate the updated Ki to nodes in { A} ∪ E \ {e 0 } by
re-issuing the initialization interest with the updated parameter for
{ A} ∪ E \ {e 0 }. This can be done without re-keying of SK ac,e for
∀e ∈ E \ {e 0 } when a sophisticated algorithm is used, e.g., [18, 24].
Similarly, the PK id, A is updated for E \ {e 0 } by the response to the
interest, i.e., the initialization content object.

Here we demonstrate that our bidirectional scheme minimizes the
computational overhead as much as possible simultaneously with
maximizing the benefit of in-network caching, as mentioned in the
beginning of Section 5.
The analysis in Section 4.4 implies that phase 1 should involve the
cryptographic overhead at every on-path cache enabler in exchange
for the increase of the opportunity of cache recycling. Here we
observe that compared with the cataloged nameless objects in CCNAC manifest, i.e., those constituting a large content, the size and
number of content objects carried in phase 1 are typically quite
small. This implies that the overhead of cryptographic operations
should be limited or negligible. Moreover, we see that in CCNAC, the consumers in the same group could retrieve the content
object of a decapsulation key, and the same content object of the
encrypted nonce key could be queried by all consumers, e.g., in the
case of broadcast encryption [13, Section V]. Of course, the CCNAC manifest itself should be queried and its cache is frequently
recycled by different consumers. We thus emphasize that the innetwork caching at phase 1 by our basic framework should be still
beneficial in terms of the network usage even with involving only

Remark 3 Note that in the generation of anonymized interests, a
simple public key encryption/decryption can be used as (Encid, Decid )
by sharing the one secret key among E ∪{ A}. However, when e 0 ∈ E
is compromised, we need the re-keying of the secret key to revoke
e 0 unlike the sophisticated broadcast encryption [18, 24].

6.2

Potential Extension

A simple potential extension of our basic framework can be raised
as a subset of the bidirectional access control given in Section 5,
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i.e., the one without CCN-AC. In particular, we simply use our basic
framework to obtain a manifest that catalogs nameless objects of
desired content and indicates one or more consumer-reachable domains of replication servers. As shown in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, this
clearly minimizes the computational overhead with circumventing
the censorship and maximizing the benefit of in-network caching.
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CONCLUSION

This paper introduced an anonymization framework to circumvent the censorship under the novel concept of consumer-driven
access control to interest names and cache recycling opportunities.
We first presented a basic anonymization framework to circumvent
the censorship. We then demonstrated that by utilizing manifests
and nameless objects with our framework, we can maximize the benefit of CCN-specific in-network caching simultaneously with minimizing the computational overhead in the anonymized and confidential communication. We believe that this is the first CCN-specific
approach to the censorship circumvention and anonymization.
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